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Message by the PRESIDENT  

Dear All, 

At AGICO, we are convinced that a responsible approach to business is a decisive factor deter-

mining our long-term success. As one of the top insurance companies in Pakistan, we are inex-

tricably linked to the economy and society and are therefore committed to assuming our cor-

porate responsibilities. While focusing on our clients’ needs, we took steps in 2013 to further 

adapt our business to the changing industry land-

scape creating value for our stakeholders and 

generating competitive returns across the eco-

nomic cycle. 
 

I have firmly believed that smart companies are 

those that take the time now to identify their 

best and brightest and then give that talent rea-

sons to stay put, keeping the team together. And 

this is the reason we are what we are today.  

 

Warm Regards,  

Abdul Waheed  

Message by the CHIEF EDITOR 

Dear Readers, 

Through this final issue of the year 2013, I thank you all for 

your time and contributions. I understand that the greatest 

challenge faced is keeping people together long enough to cre-

ate synergistic effects beneficial for the entire organization and 

our company has successfully managed to do so even in times 

of economic uncertainty and technological change. ‘What you 

focus on grows’, goes an old saying which means if we focus on 

some good, more good arrives. With these spirits, I hope the 

coming year is primed for some happier times for all of us.  
 
 
Warm Regards,  

Fawad Asif Rana  
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To be amongst the  leading insurance companies of the country with the clear percep-

tion of upholding the principles of corporate governance and making AGICO a profita-

ble and growth oriented insurance company while creating insurance awareness and culture. 

 

 To become a leading insurance company by providing client friendly services through 

highly motivated and dedicated team of professionals and ensuring progressive return 

to the shareholders. 
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AGICO - VISION, MISSION and CORE VALUES 

           Vision 

        Mission 

        Core Values 

        Our Smart Products 
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These seven technology 

trends are deserving 

of carrier resources; 

those carriers 

that ignore them risk 

being left behind in 

a rapidly changing insurance 

industry. 

Mobility 

More than 30% of carriers provide agent or 

customer capabilities via mobile, and more 

than 60% will add mobile capabilities for 

policy holders and agents in 2013, accord-

ing to Novarica’s report, moreover 70% of 

property casualty insurers predict that they 

will offer mobile capabilities by 2014. 

There are a few high-profile, mobile-

enabled applications, such as Progressive’s 

For Agents Only website available on mo-

bile devices and Western World Insurance’s 

mobile app that supports rating, quoting 

and binding. 

Insurance carriers must take a strategic ap-

proach to their mobile offerings, ensuring 

that these offerings truly enhance the user 

experience. For example, rather than pro-

vide online forms, which can be cumber-

some to complete without a keyboard, lev-

erage inherent mobile capabilities such as 

geo-location and portability. Carriers can 

provide field marketers and agents with 

information they need to perform “what-if” 

analysis and sell to and service customers 

on an easy-to-carry tablet rather than a 

more bulky laptop when making client and 

prospect visits. Carrier employees can use 

tablets to write interactive performance 

reports during a site visit and improve agen-

cy performance. Other capabilities that in-

surers should consider deploying include 

mobile apps that support collaboration with 

underwriters. Today, about 20% of carriers 

offer these capabilities, and an additional 

20% plan to deploy them in 2013. 

Big Data and Analytics 

Big Data presents several challenges to car-

riers: How to aggregate huge volumes of 

data and how to analyze that data to make 

intelligent business decisions. 

Carriers can use predictive modeling for a 

wide variety of business activities, including 

underwriting, marketing and claims. During 

the underwriting process, analytics can pro-

vide guidance to underwriters to improve 

risk quality assessment and optimize prices. 

Carriers can identify customers most recep-

tive to cross-sell offers or those most likely 

to defect. They can proactively reduce fraud 

by detecting potential fraud earlier in the 

process and by detecting otherwise hidden 

patterns of fraud. 

Telematics 

Telematics and usage based insurance (UBI) 

are among the hottest topics in auto insur-

ance. Rather than creating broad rate tiers 

by looking backward at the performance of 

a book of business, it promises the ability to 

create more granular pricing segmentation 

and improve the accuracy of pricing by us-

ing a customer’s actual driving behavior as 

the basis for generating rates. The feedback 

provided to drivers also has potential for 

actually changing driver behavior to safer 

levels. 

Carriers looking for long-term “preferred” 

customers will likely find this a good match 

with their strategy. However, carriers that 

focus on the sub-standard market, or short-

term policies, may not benefit from UBI be-

cause of the cost of the infrastructure need-

ed to support it. Some carriers are looking 

at providing telematics capabilities as a cus-

tomer service. They are planning to use the 

time to evaluate the collected data, but not 

use the data as an input for rating. Exam-

ples of services considered by carriers in-

clude safe driver coaching, automatic crash 

notification/emergency call, crash data 

management, stolen vehicle tracking, 

geofencing, remote access and vehicle diag-

nostics. 

Automating Regulatory Compliance 

Automating regulatory compliance serves 

several purposes. It provides carriers with 

almost instantaneous access to information 

and minimizes the risk of non-compliance 

by ensuring processes are followed consist-

ently.  

7 Technology Trends Transforming the Insurance Industry (HOW INSURERS CAN ACHIEVE GROWTH) 
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Regulators also look for consistent behavior. In other 

words, is the carrier consistently following the law and 

operating in a way that is fair and non-discriminatory to 

policyholders? Automation ensures that tasks are being 

completed consistently by all staff—even novices—

because the business rules are incorporated into the 

workflows. Automation also provides the underlying data 

for reports and documentation about how a task was per-

formed and by whom.  

Improving the Agency Experience 

Since agents write more business with those carriers easi-

est to do business with, carriers that work with independ-

ent agents cannot achieve their objective of profitable 

growth without focusing on the agency experience. Carri-

ers are taking note, and up to 80% of carriers plan to ena-

ble agents to perform most information and transactional 

capabilities through easy-to-access agent portals. Top car-

riers listen to what agents’ value and then leverage tech-

nology to provide that type of experience. For example, 

the most important capability for agents is carrier re-

sponse to underwriting, followed by speed of under-

writing decision, according to Novarica. More carriers are 

providing a robust portal environment that provides func-

tionality to agents, including uploading applications, quick 

quotes to bind and issue endorsements, quick-and-easy 

access to appetite guides, and proprietary rules and 

forms.  

Social Media and Collaboration 

Today, most collaboration in the insurance industry takes 

place in the form of emails and face-to-face meetings. 

While there will likely always be a need for these types of 

collaborations, carriers can create efficiencies by moving 

beyond these communication avenues and providing a 

centralized collaboration platform where people can share 

documents and ideas and manage knowledge. Carriers 

can use collaborative technologies to improve process 

time. Agents could ask questions of their peers, discuss 

tactics and generate new ideas. The collaboration 

platform would also store agent action plans and reports. 

 

 

Distribution Channel Management 

Carriers are experimenting with a wide variety of tech-

niques to better manage their agents strategically, not just 

on a transaction-by-transaction level. Mobile sales force 

applications, social media support tools and straight 

through processing are all techniques that deliver tangible 

benefits. “Different elements of insurers’ communications 

are shifting at different speeds, and older channels are not 

going away,” says Josefowicz of Novarica. “This creates 

additional burden on and confusion for insurer CIOs, who 

are required to invest in supporting new channels without 

being able to shutter older channels.” 

Any social media tools must be 

intuitive, contain content people care 

about, provide choice 

over relationships and give employees 

something back that 

they value.  
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NAME DEPARTMENT 

MUHAMMAD ALI CLAIMS 

QAISAR WASEEM CLAIMS 

FARRUKH MUSHTAQ SECRETARIAL AFFAIRS 

KHALID MEHMOOD SARWAR MARKETING 

MUHAMMAD WAQAS AHMED MARKETING 

ASMA PARVEEN  HEALTH  

ABDUL REHMAN CLAIMS 

USMAN NAWAZ INTERNAL AUDIT 

MUHAMMAD ABAID UNDERWRITING 

USMAN BANARAS TRACKER 

MUHAMMAD AFZAAL TRACKER 

MUHAMMAD TAHIR HEALTH CLAIMS 

RIZWAN AHMED QURESHI TRACKER 
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Insurance Industry 

Trends in 2013 
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Regional Distinctions 

Macro Considerations for Insurance Leaders 
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CHALLENGES 

LOOKING FORWARD 
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GOALS & OBJECTIVES 
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WHY SO SERIOUS? 
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Branch Address Phone Fax Email Address 

Head office AWT plaza, 4th floor, the Mall road, Rawalpindi. 051-9272425-7 051-9272424 info@agico.com.pk 

Head Office (Underwriting/Claims Deptt, Askari Health) 276-A, 

Peshawar road, Rawalpindi Cantt 

051-5125053-4, 

5125017 

051-5125056, 

5125017 

agicoho@agico.com.pk 

Islamabad I 11-West Jinnah Avenue, Blue Area, Islamabad.  051-

2279565,2270471-

3 

051-2279566 agicoisb@agico.com.pk 

Islamabad II 11-West Jinnah Avenue, Blue Area, Islamabad. 051- 051-2279566 agicoisb@agico.com.pk 

Rawalpindi-II National Business Centre, Shamsabad,   Murree 

Road, Rawalpindi. 

051-9290479, 

9290489 

051-9290499 agicorwp@agico.com.pk 

Rawalpindi-III Ist/3rd Floor, Sam Plaza, Unit No.40/10+11 Bank 

road, Saddar, Rawalpindi 

051-9273661-2 051-9273660 agicorwp3@agico.com.pk 

Jhelum 1st Floor, Soldier Plaza, Civil Lines, Jhelum. 0544-9270339 0544-9270374 agicojlm@agico.com.pk 

Sialkot 1st Floor, Oberoi Co-operative Building, Paris Road, 

Sialkot 

052-4582381 052-4582382 agicoslt@agico.com.pk 

Gujranwala 1st Floor, Al-Azhar Plaza, Opp. Iqbal High School, 

Ghalla Mandi, G.T. Road, Gujranwala. 

055-3856324, 

3734326 

055-3856325 agicogrw@agico.com.pk 

Lahore I 914-C, Shouk Chowk, Faisal Town, Mulana Shoukat 

Ali Road, Lahore. 

0423-5161545-7, 0423-5160222 agicolhr@agico.com.pk 

Lahore III 

  

Office# 106, 1st Floor, Lateef Centre Ichra, 100-

Ferozpur Road, Lahore 

0423-7502327-29 0423-7502330 agicolhr3@agico.com.pk 

Faisalabad 2nd Floor, Platinum Centre, Kotwali Road, Faisalabad. 041-2412302-5 041-2412301 agicofsd@agico.com.pk 

Faisalabad -II Office No: 13-16, 1st Floor, Kohinoor One Plaza, Ja-

ranwala Road, Faisalabad. 

041-8501862-3 041-8501861 asif.majeed@agico.com.pk 

Multan 

  

Golden Heights, Near High Court, Nustrat Road, Mul-

tan Cantt.. 

061-4547842 061-4547862 agicormtn@agico.com.pk 

Hyderabad 1st Floor, Gul Centre, Thandi Sarak, Hyderabad. 022-2729689 022-2783976 agicohyd@agico.com.pk 

Karachi-I Marium Centre, Plot # 167-G,Mezzanine Floor Khalid 

Bin Waleed Road, Karachi 

0213-4306704-6 0213-4306709-
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agicokch@agico.com.pk 

Karachi-II 3rd Floor, AWT Plaza, I.I. Chundrigar Road, Karachi. 0213-2273513-5 0213-2214332 agicokch2@agico.com.pk 

Peshawar 6th Floor, State Life Building, The Mall, Peshawar 

Cantt. 

091-5284768, 

5272058 

091-5284769 agicopsc@agico.com.pk 

Abbottabad Room-10, Silk Plaza, Mansehra Road, Abbotabad. 0992-342439 0992-342440 agicoabt@agico.com.pk 

Sargodha 43-44, Rehman Business Centre, 2nd Floor, Universi-

ty Road, Sargodha. 

0483-768559-61 0483-768579 agicosgd@agico.com.pk 

Bahawalpur 2nd Floor, Shahab Plaza, Chowk One Unit, Bawawal-

pur. 

0622-284201 0622-284203 agicobwp@agico.com.pk 

AGICO BRANCH NETWORK 

Chief Editor:      Fawad Asif Rana  

Content and Design:   Saima Saifullah 
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